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Embedded systems and computer security



1 Introduction Security is about malicious faults. That is to say intelligent adversaries trying actively take advantage of your computer system, usually called attackers. Though computer security is not exactly game theory, because neither attackers nor defenders follow perfect behaviours ; it shares with this domain much of the difficulty. In some sense, it is even harder than a game because attackers may disguise or hide themselves easily on the Internet and do not want to respect any game rules. In others ways, it is not as desperate as the defender has extended access to the internals of its own com puter system, can setup all the affordable protections he sees fit and there is no absolute loss or total victory as in real games. Unlike chess, practical security is not black and white.



1.1 Securitease As a field, computer security needs little advertisement. For as long as the author remembers, there has always been a lot of hype with security issues and few classical text books 1. Unfortunately, this is not doing any good to the field, quite the contrary. It is a nuisance. This popularity attracts those who do not like security issues and complexity, but simply tolerates the topic intricacies because it pays them well or offers them some career progression that they would not have access to otherwise. But such people would probably do many things for money – except try to learn skills and solve actual issues – and they do little good to the field. Some times, they simply fuel the hype with their own little invention or calumny for a chance to expand their own interests. The first thing to do in security is to spot these actors and flee them for two reasons. First, because they are part of the attackers, the worst ones, the internal ones. And second, for one’s own moral equilibrium before being tempted to imitate them to grab the easy fruits for the kids while compromising their education 2. This popularity is partly due to the fact that security touches everyone, as everyone can be a victim of malicious foes. But then, everyone also thinks such an actual direct concern entitles him or her to advise and regulate on security rules and techniques. Unfortunately, being a potential victim does not mean being competent or able to defend oneself adequately3 ; even if you are a person with power. Most computer security professionals are frequently being lectured about how they should manage security. The fact that they do not agree technically on the specific recommendations they are given is infrequently taken into account. We are all potential victims after all so we all have the right to speak, no? Well, no actually. Real victims have a right to complain (and even being assisted to do that). Potential ones mostly have a right to listen and comment after the fact (or a duty frequently ignored to testify). So please, first sit down and read. We’ll talk again as soon as you have completed reading the bibliography – which in the first year of this course, should still be rather easy. These two paragraphs are an illustration of what some call the security circus. That circus is real. I would even say that at the beginning of this 21 st century, it encompasses the majority of computer security activity. I am not so competent to comment similarly on general security but it looks like too, and for example Ross Anderson in a classical textbook, goes as far as to say that the rampant growth of the security-industrial complex since 9/11, and the blatant fearmonger ing of many governments, are a scar on the world and on our profession. We have a duty to help it heal, and we can do that in many different ways ([Anderson2008], p.891). Hopefully, the comedy will fade out as an historical relic when the domain will mature and computers will start to exhibit security properties for their end users (again). But for the moment, the circus performs everywhere on our devices and takes a heavy tribute on the available means. You had better be warned if you do not want to spill money and energy in an entertaining but otherwise useless spectacle, in your own organisation. Anyway, taking interest professionally in computer security specifically involves first wondering about general security management issues. The author is not familiar with so many diverse fields or organizations to say that these aspects are really specific to security but from his narrow point of view they do seem to be. So let us browse them, my way.



1.1.1 General security management rules Organizational security is fundamental for building and later on using secure systems. Once secure systems are built, they may help us maintain organizational security. But for the moment, we will mostly have to stick to manual enforce ment of these organization rules to reach a first grade of reasonable security management.
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A tentative list : [Bishop2003], [Anderson2008], [Gar2011], [Pfleeger2015]. Food vs. education is an interesting compromise question for the security point of view when you think about it. Of course, the present text is certainly biased, but no, the author is not speaking about how to eat correctly before attending the exam. [Univ48], art. 25, art. 26, [Hugo49], [Hugo50], [Condorcet92]. All children know that. Children listen very carefully about security rules. Unfortunately, they grow up too fast.
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1.1.1.1 Skills The first aspect linked to people is selecting the appropriate skills for addressing the computer security field. Even that is problematic. a - High level academic skills Computer security knowledge involves classical computer science skills. Most of the time, security protection aspects emerges at the most advanced levels of computer science specialities: compiler design, specific hardware processing design, formal analysis of programs. Software analysis or attack techniques appeal to much more basic computer science skills: assembly language programming, overall memory layout, scripting languages intricacies and erroneous data management. So, as usually, one wants to protect system more than attack them, the technical skills needed are classical high level computer science skills like those found in any good computer engineering academic cursus. Additional skills to deploy may vary from mathematical and theoretical grounds with cryptography and formal verification issues to less scientific skills when it comes to understanding and managing correctly the administrative and organ izational aspects of security management. So expect the typical profile of a debutant security professional to be a high level computer science engineer with some domain specialization in some computer security specific things. So totally banal, albeit A-level scientific education. You would expect the same from another computer science engineer claiming a specialization in one field or another, no? So, there really is nothing special about the skills needed for computer security: they are those of computer science 4. Admittedly, computer science is still a rather new field: probably only 30 years old. So sometimes, you may be temp ted, especially in those fields where academic diplomas did not exists 10 years ago, to believe a candidate who shamelessly claim that autodidacts rule in the world of computer security. Well, the truth is that computer science is also already 30 years old. True autodidacts are extremely rare and probably also have an engineering diploma5. After initial diploma and academic studies, professional experience is evaluated normally ; with attention to the fact that computer science is key to the domain with organizational security rules and risk management possible addons. Project management or people management has few things to do with computer security. Legal management similarly (though it may have a link with general security). Finally, at the end of this section which probably says nothing, except that you should recruit a computer science professional for doing computer security, let’s finish by underlining that, in order to address computer security or security, one needs computer security or security skills. It should not be worth repeating the obvious, but it is. Especially in the embedded systems world, whether the computer in question is embedded in a car, a plane, a spaceship or a train is irrelevant. You need security skills first, not avionics, railways signalling, car manufacturing, or whatever domain-specific standard knowledge you may wish. That’s nonsense to expect non-security expertise to be more important to solve security issues than security knowledge. And I’d add that if domain specific experts of any of those other fields were able to solve computer security issues they would have done it themselves already. And they would also have solved the security issues of desktop systems too. That’s probably again a part of the security circus that, even in the technical domain, all engineers from the other domains claim to be able to solve security problems and that their managers believe them and endlessly support their half-baked solutions. But that’s just false, that’s pretentiousness and addiction to the popularity of the ‘security’ buzzword. Hard computer security issues, especially for distributed systems, necessitate specific computing experience ; and these issues are starting to become a majority in networked embedded systems which are distributed systems in the first place from the security point view. And these distributed systems usu ally come without any distributed security mechanisms nowadays 6 ; which is somehow revealing of the average embedded systems engineers awareness level with respect to general security theory. More empirically, security engineers that would claim to solve, for example, avionics systems issues would certainly be laughed at. What do you expect from avionics systems engineers trying to solve security issues? 7 b - Critical behavioural qualities Outside of computer science and computer security knowledge, which are primarily the topics of this document; some non technical skills are specifically relevant to the security field. One could even say that these requirements are not specifically skills, they are behavioural qualities pertinent to this field.
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And as distinct of project management as any other. Nothing in computing is special for project management. But that’s another debate. First hand. And nearly nobody ever asked me to prove my Apple ][c self-acquired and hard earned skills ; which shows too that autodidacts skills probably do not age well. But the 65SC816 hardware bugs were real and instructive. The community too. The juxtaposition of several point to point security mechanisms does not make a distributed security system, even if there are many of them, especially if there many of them, and then the protocols start short-falling. The aeronautical domain is taken as an example here both for personal reasons and given the expected audience of the lecture. Next targets are starting to appear.



Embedded systems and computer security Because security is about trust, computer security is about trusting the computer systems that we use. And embedded systems security is about trusting critical embedded computer systems which failure could lead to human loss or cata strophic consequences; in presence of malicious attackers. So the first skills to expect from someone entering the domain are those you would expect in the other fields where trust is a first and foremost requirement. Like for a police man, or an accountant, a high level of honesty and transparency are required skills to work in computer security. Security is about trustworthy people at the highest possible level and in difficult circumstances. This should not be theoretical. One can be forgiven for presenting oneself under good light at a recruitment interview, a management review or for the corporate picture. But those playing with numbers to present better statistics, those who never want to announce bad news because it could be detrimental to their careers, those who never want to hear bad news because it would oblige them to make choices ; all those who repeatedly play the security circus in fact, should simply be gotten out the field as early as possible. A special mention will be given to those who always defer responsib ility to someone else. They are frequently interested in the security field, where the culprit is known from the begin ning ; we call it the “attacker”. So final responsibility is never on them. But those who fail to assume responsibility cannot help. Trust implies liability8. This rough presentation may sound rude. It is. But the situations implied by security management are rude. Even trusted people failure9 should be taken into account, so we need to gather as much good will as possible in the first place or it leads no where. Again, this will sound familiar to law enforcement or financial accounting people where these behavioural skills are also determinant. Given these remarks, do not expect a smooth character but be strict on honesty and transparency, first. c - The hacking no-skills and certified not-a-diploma Technical skills are obscured in this domain by the self-proclaimed genius hackers discovering magical computer attacks as teenagers at home; later becoming peer-acclaimed cybersecurity researchers from the latest industrial company in need of a white-hat alibi to hide their lack of basic software engineering knowledge; said “researchers” discov ering always similar cybersecurity vulnerabilities on their laptops during international flights back from the latest buzzword conference. Rightly, finding attacks may necessitate computer science skills. But it may not. Some attacks are stupidly easy. Some are astoundingly clever. Some appeal to research level statistical algorithms and signal analysis against the latest cryp tography. Others only require college level macro programming on desktop software. Both will look arcane, but noth ing decisive. You will have to resort to other evaluation techniques to have an idea of the technical level of your candidate. As a recruiter, you may just have been ill advised temporarily when only looking at vulnerability research results. You just engaged your company on a bad profile for a few decades (hopefully the candidate will never go to a management position). But think about the people recruited only against this profile type who are stacked in their endless research of software vulnerabilities. Some try to escape the trap the honourable way reinventing classic decades old testing tools before migrating back to software engineering functions. Others simply keep on bookkeeping endless inventories of bad software while whining constantly for wage increases 10. And organizations relying only on these people are doomed to setup huge security circuses internally and face increasing difficulty addressing actual computer security problems. The competent security professionals who focus on protection and do no try to attack software feel a little lonely at the moment. At least, they have their moral for them. Others pieces of the security circus that obscure the vision are the paying security “certifications” popularized by many groups of professionals. These certifications are the collective variant of ‘self-proclaimed experts’. Contrarily to sci entific learned societies, which are backed by academic institutions nomination rules and legitimacy, these groups are mostly self defining and valorizing their products like many companies. This does not mean that a certification is effortlessly obtained. But one has to realize that it does not mean much in terms of selectivity among people profiles. It usu ally primarily means that one has thoroughly read one specific (big and technical) book and successfully answered a lot of (automated) questions about it. And paid the fee to access the book and the questions list. It does not mean that this specific book is a good one. It may be a lower than average book, it usually is a pretty con sensual one, so again nothing decisive. But worse of all is the fact that such certifications are competing. Security certification (and possibly certifications in general) encourage people to read and trust one book only – the one upon which designers base their certification tests and their global knowledge value. (Possibly split in several steps of increasingly expensive fees.)
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Childish finger-pointing must be left to the elementary school. For example under threat. Probably due to the fear of being fired if the true content of their activity is uncovered. Fear can make people succeed at doing incredible things.
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Embedded systems and computer security What would you think of a teacher who would recommend his students to read one book only (certainly his one) and not try to search the literature to balance and compare several authors opinions and several books? This is what I came to think about professional certifications 11. At best the time taken to obtain them can be spent better on other things ; at worst they will lock you under a specific mindset for considering security issues which may be totally outdated sooner or later. And, you can be sure that a wise network manager with high level engineering diplomas will very fast learn how to address network security issues accurately and intelligently. If he is trusted and well advised, he will solve problems faster than a network-security-certified robot will be able to list all its possibly-useless out-of-context and soon-to-beoutdated components-off-the-shelf. I have seen it all the time 12. So certified professionals are soon outperformed by other computer science engineers, fuelling (a).



1.1.1.2 Money The issue of money, and more generally material means, in the field of security and computer security is also pretty dif ficult to address. a - Under threat or in full confidence Security is the kind of expense all of us would happily discard entirely. Seriously. We all would love to live in a secure world where, whatever valuable, each and every thing would be secure, and everyone, regardless of origins, would be nice to everyone. It would be nice, and indeed extremely economical because full security granted by society would cost us nothing13. Security is also the kind of expense we could multiply by ten as soon as tomorrow morning because we suddenly real ized we were living in a dangerous world. Dangerous means that we can be or already have been the target of criminals that may destroy, deface or steal something valuable just for the fun of it. Maybe they have already done it so it is too late or maybe it is just fear raised by some neighbour mishap ; but the sensation is still so present that you start to add cameras everywhere, to install firewalls everywhere, to hire a lot of self-proclaimed security experts that will confirm your nascent feelings and finally all of the executives committee fall into costly paranoia 14. None of the attitudes is reasonable. But both are frequent in the security field. That’s a real problem for security profes sionals. This money pays wages but I have seldom seen it managed reasonably ; or more exactly, managed at all. The most disturbing question you can ask to an organization nowadays with respect to computer security is : “ How much is the computer security budget? ” and check its content if you are given a figure to verify the most common items are within (including estimates of your own future pay). If you are satisfied by the answer in a specific company, give me a call and sign immediately15. b - Not infinite When not under the innocent restraint of best world idealists but nourished by media coverage or political postures, security budgets can be comfortable and made available in surges of attention. Unfortunately, this fuels the opportun istic behaviour of fast commercials which are ready to take the money on the first technical idea. Similarly, employees from the information technology department may be interested in focusing all the available security money on one big budget (for ease of management issues primarily) which tends to concentrate naturally on isolated significant projects. Such a combination of demand and supply favours fast selection of candidates and big monolithic single-does-all solutions (whether technological or organisational). Unfortunately, this is probably exactly the opposite of what a technically difficult, fully transversal and permanent problem field requires : focussed, numerous, well chosen and well coordinated solutions. So, when money is available for security, which has been the case in several places in the last decade, it is not necessar ily spent adequately on the most interesting security options. However, for many years, the general consensus, including among security professionals, has always been to consider that, even if these investments are not optimal, they are useful for computer security in general (and they pay the bills). But this is not the case. Available means and available money is not infinite for computer security. Not at all. Such budgets allocation is in competition with strong opponents, like directly profitable activities in commercial companies, production-oriented investments in any other organization and even offensive weapons acquisition in the “no security compromise” military domain. On the contrary, to enhance its scope, the security budget can only count on things like paranoia (an unreliable and generally questionable ally) or risk analysis results (that is to say the work of resources 11 12 13 14 15
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And do not distort my reasoning by requesting all possible certifications! All their courses look the same. The real weakness of my argument is section 2. So in some sense, a parrot makes a better security consultant than a robot. Do not ask me what parrots can do to robots. I am already hearing would be activists adding “except our liberty” and warn against surveillance-state dictatorship, but wait for the next footnote. Do you really think a privately-managed self-inflicted dictature is any better than state dictatorship? The truth is that reasonable security delegation to public powers under transparent law enforcement is not negotiable ; and that serious matters necessitates serious reasoning. The attentive reader may have noticed the ordering of events has been intentionally perturbed as a security exercise for him.



Embedded systems and computer security usage optimization and minimisation specialists) for spending support. So, outside or paranoid surges 16 and war conditions, the budget is objectively far from infinite. And that is a normal situation. So security is a field where paying attention to the spending decision is important and the accurate selection of working and optimal solutions with respect to the protection needs and the security objectives is necessary. The cost of a solution should neither be a deterrent or an invitation. The adequacy of a solution is a necessity regardless of its cost, even a high one. (Furthermore, by experience, an expensive solution is likely to be an inadequate one similarly to a technically overpowered inadequate one.) On the other side, in security more than anywhere, there is no free lunch. If a solution is inexpensive: either your security objectives are erroneous or someone else is paying for them (and you should be thankful but still prudent). A limited budget means also encouraging an attitude pretty difficult to enforce in practice. Implementing a bad solution will prevent you from switching to the correct one later on. So it is probably better to take a risk than to spend money on a solution that will not work correctly. In the end, if you did not find something satisfying, you will still take the risk and you will have spilled money which may have been spent more adequately on a better option (including something entirely unrelated to security). Even legal concerns may not be so much covered by inadequate spending. This is not at all the reasoning of a production environment. It has links with insurance coverage or financial risk man agement. It usually defeats return on investment logic and is not familiar with many managers outside of top level exec utives (who do not usually master the effectiveness details until it is too late to reverse their lack of wisdom). This is an extremely unpopular statement at the moment too, because most of the industry has invested big money in big (network filtering firewall) projects, in big (white-hat hacker or software update administrator) teams or services and the recurring costs of these things now dry out any new additional security projects. At the same time, the associated managers now feel so much responsible of the situation and of the associated teams and costs, that reconsidering the strategy would mean putting them into question, which is obviously counter-intuitive for them. Current executives, mostly under influence by the cybersecurity industry, are then totally deaf to logical reasoning. However, spilling money without being able to justify all of it extensively is a recipe for disaster in the long term. As soon as the industry consensus over suboptimal common usages will fade out in favour of strong security mechanisms, the players who did not evolve will simply have to disappear. Furthermore, with respect to security per se, this is simply a lack of professionalism. Security is about discovering proofs about an attacker behaviour or a legitimate user demand. Transparency and accountability are basic demands to organizations in charge of security. Of course, these requirements should apply first to all their security expenses. c - Transparency / accountability However, in many cases, security managers have a slight bias to resort to confidentiality statements when asked about their budgets… But not only when asked about their budget, also when asked about proofs of their attacks statistics for example, they warn about not being able to show information due to integrity risks or whatever (while obviously, they should pursue legal action in public if they had real proofs of intentional damage attempts). Unfortunately, the author has now enough experience to conclude that the lack of pragmatic, understandable and verifi able elements about security statements means these statements are void. There is no specific trust to have in someone claiming security failures, alleged attackers or found vulnerabilities if he cannot prove them to you. Similarly, there is no point in trusting security mechanisms that their promoters do not want to explain or that they prevent you to exam ine for whatever confidentiality reason (or even because you do not have authority for looking, see next section). People are usually proud of good security systems. They show off, they show you how it works, how strong it is. Some times even carelessly. They rarely hide them and certainly not among their peers so in the worst case they can redirect you to someone else who will tell you they trust a system because some explanation was given. It is the lack of security that makes managers appeal to false confidentiality reasons or missing certification standards. But, here, transparency is not a philosophical or political attitude. It is a requirement for adequate operation. Security professionals obviously cannot share credentials of systems under their control, but there is little reason for them to refuse to explain the mechanisms they set up especially to those relying on the system. Whatever the system and even at the highest levels of security 17 if nothing can be known about the security of a system, maybe it would be wise for said users to simply reconsider their trust entirely. All precedents have demonstrated spectacular failures : “secret mechanisms” are really for kids assets. Complementing transparency is the accountability requirement for most of security managers actions. And by accountability, we do not mean exhaustive microsecond precise logging of petabytes of useless traces. We mean the responsibility of actions should be clear and available for everything. If Alice has decided to revoke Bob’s access rights to her personal agenda, this is Alice and Bob problem and they should sort it out themselves whether Alice simply misclicked 16 17



That may even compromise budgets or later years. Nobody sane ever wants to know the codes to launch those famous nuclear missiles, except the one who carelessly ran for elections and became commander-in-chief against all odds. I would shamelessly advise him or her to ask army officers to share publicly something about the chain of command security ; and if nobody wants to say anything publicly, to ask for a new system. And repeat until something is said. (“*#%!-ing professor!” does not count.)
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Embedded systems and computer security or has decided to break engagement. In any case, Bob had better accept the situation and find himself another tennis partner for friday ; and Alice cannot expect any serious security staff to hide her accountability in the access rights modification either. This accountability must extend to security staff actions, especially when it involves special access rights like those allowing to bypass normal security rules or perform investigations (either a posteriori or through anomaly detection software)18. Of course, it also extends to security expenses which all should be justifiable and associated pretty precisely to specific operations. And this may apply not only to computer security administrators but also to several information system managers as well with current operating systems techniques 19. Making finally the link between budget usage and accountability, we usually fall under the next section because it fre quently reveals in an organization that many people claim doing security expenses, independently of security management.



1.1.1.3 Authority That’s the first thing to note with respect to authority of security management. The security budget should be managed by security managers ; and the computer security one by computer security managers. Modern advanced analytical accounting may offer some highly sophisticated ways of counting money spent on security and some organizations may want additional control (and diverse data) on the spending decisions ; but the truth is that centralization of security expenses is simpler. It should be an initial step to simply know how much is spent on the topic. And those most compet ent to evaluate the budget usage are those who have the skills for this evaluation (see 1.1.1.1). Spreading expenses decisions or evaluation is just budget mismanagement. The latter is not only frequent, it is a sign of the lack of maturity of organizations with respect to security handling 20. But like giving advice on security, everyone loves to spend security money, possibly even more than arguing on advices. We do not necessarily mean that computer security management, and its associated means, must be independent from the information technology department (or the security management from overall logistics for example). The IT officer may very well want to assume directly computer security responsibility, and isolate a computer security budget inside his or her IT expenses. However, it means that frontiers must be well defined and aligned with finances and responsibilities. Because authority is key to security management. In the information system, it is even the heart of security to provide the basic blocks usable to distribute and manage authority areas over the organization computer system. At the organization level, authority of security personnel is usually the most worrying concern. Because skills, money and transpar ency are so rarely aligned with the needs of the activity, the authority of security managers frequently simply fades away behind the one of their stakeholders. IT managers, developers, job processes holders, legal departments, executives all appeal to security management for enforcement of their own view of how security must operate. Most of them do not intend to share budget or personnel over a new or invading activity that they had rather isolate or absorb (if pos sible). Furthermore, given its scope and its natural association with spectacular failures, hype or false alarms, security is a perfect new excuse for most of usual organization perturbations. Needless to say, the authority of security management suffers seriously from all of these internal competitors, especially when they are claiming to help. The only key issue is to define clearly authority. Obviously, a narrow and restricted perimeter for security management will be associated with a small budget and overall boring activity over basic security micromanagement that no-one else in the organization wants to do. A wide authority perimeter going from design to operation in a top level industry may give an engaging challenge and tremendous budget for security or computer security people recognized in the whole company. And this is orthogonal to success. The smaller perimeter may be perfectly managed by few skilled or dedicated people. The wide perimeter may be a total failure due to skills mismanagement of numerous people, unaccounted money expenses and good security marketing hiding the whole thing for years. Anyway both situations will lead to small security advances for the world in the end (albeit probably much more cheaply in the first case). The problem with these small advances if they are confirmed is that, combined with the exponential expansion of computer systems in all areas of activity, they may lead overall to a significant degradation of computer security as a whole. Some indicators of this situation presented in the next section, heavily supplemented by a decade old similar observation made in [Spaff03], are in fact at the origin of the comments made up to now. 18 19 20
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Law enforcement officials would love you if you provided them an application and an automated way for justifying and tracing all their actions while they perform an investigation in a computer system. And yes, I am shamelessly trying to bribe everyone to the cause (in the name of universal progress). Yes! Tell us how much all these security updates deployments cost exactly. And no, the browser version upgrade is not security related. And the first thing certified-but-non-section 1.1.1.1-compliant auditors forget to check in security maturity level evaluations.
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1.1.2 CVE and statistics The most popular public database referencing software vulnerabilites is the CVE database (CVE stands for Common Vulnerability Exposure), managed by MITRE (cve.mitre.org). As time flows, this data was established by MITRE as the most valuable reference in this domain with the additional important quality of being independent from a specific software manufacturer. 16000 14000 12000 10000 8000 # CVE 6000 4000 2000 0 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 1997 1999 2001 2003 2005 2007 2009 2011 2013 2015 2017



Figure 1: Evolution of the total number of vulnerabilities listed in CVE Figure 1 presents the evolution of the total number of vulnerabilities recorded in the CVE database, since the end of the nineties. From the analysis of this figure we see the current trend of the number of known vulnerabilities in common software since the end of the nineties. We are obviously breaking record after record of total number of knows vulnerabilities. Your interpretation may vary of course. You may feel safer thinking that all these vulnerabilities are corrected now and that we correct more and more of them. You may question the figures because such raw numbers do not take into account the severity21 of problems or, obviously, the value of the assets held by the vulnerable computers. Or you may feel like the author pestering on overall security degradation and wondering if all those software companies and their developers are aware of the record numbers of security vulnerabilities they are producing. Something clearer in the end is how attackers operate to attack computer systems. Most of the time they simply use known vulnerabilities: there are dozens of them newly made available everyday. Why bother searching them? Only the most skilled and dedicated attackers try to exploit original ones, most probably in governmental agencies. Note also, the least scrupulous of these attackers could simply try to install hidden vulnerabilities into popular software. Which may or may not be counted in the above figures if they are well hidden [Thomson84]. The above number taken from the CVE database is by definition just a lower bound. And the most important thing in the database is the information on the vulnerability existence and the corresponding software, not the overall count. In practice, one may evaluate one’s own computer system situation based on this information. The author feels much obliged to MITRE for maintaining such an invaluable source of information against slings and arrows for many years.



1.1.3 The embedding of computer security into things Most worrying is the fact that these unsecure systems may now become critical embedded systems too. The easiest way to fill this section with fancy convincing elements is to use pictures. Nowadays, you just have to browse the network with your smartphone to find pictures of critical embedded unsecure 22 systems. Just take a picture of the smartphone itself in the first place to notice your first security issue: that is to say, try to borrow your neighbour’s phone to take the photo and then try to share it correctly. Then go back to your browsing session just to quickly pace through the videos of the latest armed land drones initiatives from armies, astonishingly 23 21 22 23



Check http://www.cvedetails.com/ for that. Unfortunately, not much more reassuring than the raw count... If only because you cannot find anything convincing about their security. You and me: naive.
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Embedded systems and computer security already a decade old. Have a look at that connected home electricity smart meter device linked to all French homes. Tentatively compare all these futuristics cars that grown up rich kids can remote into the garage (from the former smart phone) but that will drive themselves (soon™) and avoid all the real kids playing around. Try to keep count of all the rotors of these drones flying around houses, except the White one due to the latest security patch. Try to reboot these screens popping up everywhere to entertain you when you are being driven, carried or flown for more than an hour: maybe arguing with the charming crew on the true danger of these devices is the real entertainment (unless the device calls security personnel immediately). But please, do not touch or even wirelessly perturb these medicine insulin pumps that connect to one of your relatives when, on (hopefully rare) occasion you walk through the local hospital 24: manufacturer pictures are enough to understand that remote access will be absolutely critical for someone in medical systems. But using pictures is not the most pertinent way. The problem with computing devices is not only that you see them pop up everywhere and constantly fail on bad security practices. It is that you do not see all of these embedded systems hid den in bigger systems. It is also that nothing is said about their security, or so little that you cannot even identify those that may have tried to put some effort into protecting them, or their users, or their owners, or their data, or some other data, or well, protect something computer-related in the neighbourhood. Another concern is that the security standards which are supposed to be used to design the security functions in these specific domains may have yet to be written. That the certification authorities are innocently waiting for those standards to be written; while the manufacturers intel ligently wait for the certification authorities to start to write them themselves while mimicking all the efforts they put up internally on their own business protection as initial start-up activity on the standardisation topic. In front of such a virgin land, the best way to raise readers awareness to the problem of computer security with current and future embedded systems may be to appeal to their imagination. Go back to memories of any science-fiction movie of your choice and remember that killer robot, this assassin drone, these god-like omniscient governmental police services, these planes, cars, and trains all crashing at will, misguided by vulnerable autopilots, these self-replicating bugs eating planets, or the initial sin on USSC Discovery One. Through imagination, you may realize that embedded systems and computer security is one of those invisible issues that constitutes a strong technological barrier between the promises of computer systems and actual technological advances. But that would still be imaginary. So let’s have a look and try to throw our own stone to break that barrier.



24
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At least, if you walk, things are not so bad.
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2 Fast paced computer security walkthrough In this chapter, we will walk at a very fast pace through the general security mechanisms and protection techniques applicable to computer systems. We will not do a detailed analysis of these various areas as it is usually required to resort to dedicated literature to address some techniques in detail. On the contrary, we will browse through them in order to give the reader a global idea of their applicability to computing in general. We may also specifically focus on some of the numerous misuses of techniques commonly found in this field where practitioners frequently buy or sell subtle and complex variants of digital snake oil 25.



2.1 Security properties In the classical terminology of computer systems dependability established by [avizienis2004], security is defined as a combination of three basic properties: confidentiality, integrity and availability. Confidentiality is the property of information not to be revealed to non-authorized users. First, of course, it means the information system should be able to prevent users from reading confidential data unless they are authorized. But less intuitively, confidentiality also means that it may be necessary to prevent authorized users from communicating confidential data to non-authorized users. This involves controlling more of the information flows potentially existing inside the system. In practice, ensuring the confidentiality of a piece of information may involve controlling the copying of a file containing it for example. Integrity is the property of information to be accurate. It aims to prevent an inadequate alteration of data (either a modi fication or mere destruction), either because it is performed by an unauthorized user without any “write” access to information or because it involves an authorized user trying to forge illicit data while preserving its innocuous appearance. In practice, one can be sure that a forged financial ledger will look like a valid one and, for example, will cer tainly exhibit equality between income and expense totals even if it contains fictitious transactions. Availability is the property of information to be accessible when it is needed by legitimate users. So the system should probably offer reservation mechanisms to allow access to authorized users for reading and writing when they request it. It should also prevent any user from monopolizing resources in order to prevent others accesses (so also pretty power ful resource management). In practice, especially considering current asynchronous and time-unconstrained technolo gies, availability in front of a malicious and powerful attacker is frequently considered to be very difficult to achieve 26. Many companies simply resort to allocating enormous amount of resources in order to overwhelm most common attackers means ; an approach which obviously cannot work with respect to attackers controlling key elements of the information system infrastructure or simply those matching them in term of raw capacity 27. When speaking of security, we mention the confidentiality, integrity and availability of information. But what is the information we are dealing with in fact ? Information can be taken in the sense of usual data, like the one most computers manipulate and store in files. But data is not only in storage or at the computation stage. Data is also typed (at the keyboard), generated (by sensors), displayed (on screen) or transmitted (on a wired network or in the air). And the security of data at all these steps must also be considered in order to protect information – not only when it is stored on a magnetic disk28. But there is also of lot of hidden information associated to other data and accessed by the computing processes that is pretty important to the system security. This information is commonly regrouped under the denomination of “metadata”. File access rights are typical examples of such meta-data which importance to security management is immediate. But other things like identities, names, pathnames, time of computation, usually associated to some information or processes in a computer system are frequently as important to handle correctly for maintaining its security than regular data operation. Many other properties are found in the literature. Being faithful to his own teachers opinion 29, the author will stick to the vision that most of those other properties can be reduced to a combination of either confidentiality, integrity or availability applied to specific instances of data or meta-data. For example, anonymity is the confidentiality of user identity, non-repudiation the availability of the sender identity combined with integrity guarantees of the data itself, etc.



25 26 27 28 29



Whether the snake or the oil is digitized first is left as an immediate research diversification topic to the aspiring practitioner. That means many experts just expect you to forget about availability. We strongly suggest to grab the occasion to forget about them too. i.e.: governments, network operators, etc. “Of course”, I hear many say. But who knows the bandwidth of a VGA cable and its actual radiative falloff distance ? Note old standards do matter till all the interesting conference rooms discard them. As well as finding the argument both convenient and somehow elegant.
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2.2 Attacks categories Most people interested in computer security are frequently attracted initially by the perspective of learning things about attacks and attackers. Fortunately, this hope is frequently deceived. Fortunately because it is not the aim of a computer security course to train new attackers. All those trying to embrace the career of cyberwarriors currently may call it unfortunate, but the author does not agree with them or more precisely with their ill-advised self-proclaimed command ers usually simply trying to advance their own career agenda without caring about the consequences.



2.2.1 The unknown Knowing attacks, working on attacks, in computer security like in cryptography, should exclusively aim at improving the existing protection systems. It may involve finding flaws in current systems, even hypothetical ones, in order to pro pose ways of eliminating them entirely or to evaluate residual risks inherent to real systems. Sometimes you also want to double-check alleged flaws are real (especially when reported by an innocent third-party). But implementing security attacks like regular software testing programs is the sure recipe for missing the security target. So, when studying attacks, we will first do some pretty abstract work about classification and overall modelling hypo thesis. And first of all, we will assume that we do not and will not know much about actual attackers. In practice, the innocent computer scientist exploring the computer security domain is in a much worse position than the beginner player adventuring the realm of chess masters world championship: in chess, at least, you can name your opponent and he agrees to follow the rules when moving his pieces. Attackers evidently do not obey this logic and first of all, will not reveal anything of themselves if they can avoid to do it. They will even try to disguise as much as pos sible as existing innocent users. Henceforth, all those statistics about attackers you find in the newspapers will usually reveal more of the intent of the statistician than of the (usually empty) covered class of attackers 30.



2.2.2 The assumed Faced with so much uncertainty, we rational human beings of course react humanly: we classify and regroup under convenient etiquettes what we cannot evaluate certainly 31. This is actually pretty legitimate because managing security, like classical risk management, is about managing uncertainty and necessitates a lot of assumptions. A significant part of the work is to make sure these assumptions are not entirely out of scope. Up to our own knowledge, a pretty good attempt at defining interesting classification axis for computer system attack ers was proposed in the ITSEM ([ITSEM93], §3.3.29-32, §6.C.28-34). It started by trying to provide a rating of the strength of security mechanisms among a simple scale of three levels: basic, medium and high. The emphasis of the rating is on the amount of effort required to exploit a vulnerability (not discover it or later reading about it). The evaluator rating of the strength of the mechanism is based on several aspects. Let's study the actual text of this reasonable 32 standard : « 6.C.28



6.C.29



30 31 32
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Estimating the Strength of Mechanisms According to the ITSEC (Paragraphs 3.6-3.8) the meaning of strength of mechanisms ratings is as follows: a) For the minimum strength of a critical mechanism to be rated basic it shall be evident that it provides protection against random accidental subversion, although it may be capable of being defeated by knowledgeable attackers. b) For the minimum strength of a critical mechanism to be rated medium it shall be evident that it provides protection against attackers with limited opportunities or resources. c) For the minimum strength of a critical mechanism to be rated high it shall be evident that it could only be defeated by attackers possessing a high level of expertise, opportunity and resources, successful attack being judged to be beyond normal practicability. These definitions are informal, intended to be meaningful to users of a TOE. This subsection gives guidance on more objective means of measurement.



When you think about it, such statistics are in fact extremely useful currently, to understand some of the practitioners of the field. The younger or the most foolish which only realizes that those things may actually do hide in shadows also sometimes take the road of a paranoia. It proves extremely hard to cure. The usual “last kiss in bed” protection measure stops working after around eight years old victims. In the sense that it has reached the age of reason. All readers trying to speak of an “old” standard will be kindly requested to decline their own birth date for comparison. As with many aspects of computer science up to now, reasonable solutions are frequently discarded in favour of brand new unproven but fashionable tools.
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Since strength of mechanisms concerns expertise, opportunity and resources, it is necessary to expand on the meaning of these terms: a) Expertise concerns the knowledge required for persons to be able to attack a TOE. A layman is someone with no particular expertise; a proficient person is someone familiar with the internal workings of the TOE, and an expert is someone familiar with the underlying principles and algorithms involved in the TOE. b) Resources concern the resources an attacker must expend to successfully attack the TOE. Evaluators are usually concerned with two types of resources: time and equipment. Time is the time taken by an attacker to perform an attack, not including study time. Equipment includes computers, electronic devices, hardware tools, and computer software. For the purposes of this discussion, In minutes means an attack can succeed in under ten minutes; in days means an attack can succeed in less than a month, and in months means a successful attack requires at least a month. Unaided means no special equipment is required to effect an attack; domestic equipment is equipment which is readily available within the operational environment of the TOE, or is a part of the TOE itself, or can be purchased by the public; special equipment is special-purpose equipment for carrying out an attack. c) Opportunity covers factors which would generally be considered outside an attacker's control, such as whether another person's assistance is required (collusion), the likelihood of some specific combination of circumstances arising (chance), and the likelihood and consequences of an attacker being caught (detection). These factors are difficult to rate in the general case. The case of collusion is covered here, but other factors may have to be con sidered. The following forms of collusion are discussed: alone if no collusion is required; with a user if collusion is required between an attacker and an untrusted user of the TOE for an attack to succeed; and with an administrator if collusion with a highly trusted user of the TOE is required. This definition of collusion presumes that the attacker is not an authorised user of the TOE. » ([ITSEM93], §6.C.28-30) Such assumptions about the attacker categories one system faces, or more precisely is supposed to resist to, are adequate for evaluating the protection of a system. They justify studying specific attack techniques in more detail in order to clarify the rating of these various aspects. Detailed implementation of a vulnerability exploit up to in-the-field execution capabilities evidently goes much further than this rating necessity. Sometimes it may be useful to fight skepticism, but even there, experience shows that it does perform pretty poorly or is only effective on niche issues. The actual reasons for wanting to explore systematic practical implementation of attacks finally seem pretty unreasonable. On the contrary, sketching such implementation can be fruitful in order to explore limitations of protection techniques and improve them.



2.3 Elements of cryptography Cryptology is an essential tool for computer security. However, it is the author duty to first warn the reader that our text is not a cryptology textbook. Cryptology is a mathematical domain. It does not allow improvisation or approximation. The author is far from mastering enough of the field to do more than speak of cryptology. And also make note that it seems to be both a new and hard mathematical domain. It is also a mysterious and fascinating topic leading to all sorts of erroneous or abusive statements. Then, the objective of this section is primarily to offer the reader the overall knowledge of cryptologic tools needed to use them correctly and prevent some of the most dangerous misuses found in the field. Readers wanting to know more about cryptology are invited to refer to more competent authors work, such as [Oppliger2011], [Handbook1996], [Schneier93]. The first mistake in this field is the confusion between cryptology, cryptography and cryptanalysis. Cryptology is the combination of two domains : • cryptography33 which aims at producing hidden messages, not understandable by third parties ; • and cryptanalysis, which aims at discovering these hidden message, decrypt them.



33



Impertinently, Wikipedia says “some use the terms cryptography and cryptology interchangeably in English”. The author notes that Wikipedia is then undeniable on the issue ; and himself vehemently denies all signs of jealousy in this footnote.
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Embedded systems and computer security Other vocabulary clarifications may be useful. Avoid confusion between cryptography and steganography ; the latter addressing covert information. Sympathic ink or watermarks are example of steganographic techniques aiming at hiding information (usually among other unrelated data). Encryption is the process of converting ordinary information, called plaintext (or cleartext) into unintelligible text, called ciphertext. Decryption is the reverse, moving from the unintelligible ciphertext to the original plaintext. The pair of specific cryptographic algorithms performing encryption and decryption is called a cipher. Most of the time, operation of these algorithms involves a specific secret information set called the key(s) – which may involve several elements. As a domain of mathematics, defining new correct cryptographic algorithms is difficult. Many of the proposed algorithms have been broken after a while. Important fundamental advances in this field, both on the cryptographic and the cryptanalytic side, are pretty recent compared to the usual time scale of mathematical results. For example, public knowledge of public key systems is from the seventies, differential cryptanalysis from the nineties 34. These recent results are sometimes not very well demonstrated and may exhibit some theoretical weaknesses or inaccuracies. Implementing a cipher using a computer program is difficult too. The internal parameters, the timing of program execution, the padding of empty blocks all can lead to decisive information leaks that compromise the whole algorithm secur ity. And finally the environment of the algorithm can have an influence too on the overall security as initialisation may involve big random number generation, secure storage, deletion of temporary data, user interaction, etc. All these elements factor into making cryptographic engineering a difficult task. However, with all these warnings made, it has to be said to that the practical progresses in publicly available crypto graphy have been tremendous. Nowadays, with a very common computation device, it is totally possible to operate on more data than one would probably ever need in a lifetime some cryptographic protection algorithm that the most highly ranked military officials of the most powerful nations would have only dreamed of half a century ago. Actually, it seems that this is now a part of the problem, because those officials descendants are starting to get mad at the fact that they were not the exclusive benefactors of these advances and fearing that the regular public would use them for evil purposes35.



2.3.1 Overall view of an encryption algorithm Encryption key Kc M = plaintext



Decryption key Kd C = ciphertext



Encryption



M = plaintext Decryption



Figure 2: Overall operation of an encryption algorithm We will use the following notation to denote encryption and decryption, using the parameters presented in the figure above: • encryption : C = {M}Kc • decryption : M = [C]Kd A good cipher must offer several properties in order to ensure the confidentiality of message M data : • it should be impossible to find M from C without knowing Kd ; • it should be impossible to find Kd, even knowing C and M (known cleartext attack) ; • and it should be impossible to find Kd, even knowing C while choosing M (chosen cleartext attack). In all three cases above, one should make the hypothesis that all the details of the algorithm itself are known to those who could try to break these properties, but not the keys of course. The statement “impossible” in these properties is to be taken both in the usual sense and in the algorithmic sense. It must as improbable for a competent and well equipped attacker to violate one of these properties as it is for a layman to guess the right solution at random. Such a high level view illustrates the main improvement brought by encryption algorithms. Encryption algorithms do not really solve any information protection problem, but they allow something that was previously impossible, they allow to move this problem and transform it into the problem of encryption keys protection which we hope will be easier to solve than protecting all the original information in the first place. 34 35
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All these results are even younger than the author ! You could very well fall on the inventors at one of the social events where these arcane magics are celebrated ; or (less probable) even hire them if you are wise and rich. While thinking about it, hopefully, this is not exactly like in the statistician case (see note 30). Hopefully.
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2.3.2 Symmetric ciphers When the encryption key Kc and the decryption key Kd are identical, the algorithm is a symmetric cipher, which single key is usually denoted K (Kc = Kd = K). All publicly known cryptographic algorithms were symmetric ciphers until 1976 (and the publication of the first asymetric cipher). The most recent and common examples of symmetric ciphers are the two standard encryption algorithm : DES et AES. DES (Data Encryption Standard) was officially defined in 1976. It is an encryption algorithm using 64 bits data blocks and 56 bits key (with 8 parity bits of protection). DES design spanned several years : from a public base proposed by an IBM team, the algorithm was improved 36 several times by teams from the NSA before being submitted back to the (very suspicious) scrutiny of the original IBM team. The algorithm design is clearly oriented towards a hardware implementation (as shown by the embedding of parity bits the key itself). A generic improvement of DES is Triple DES or 3DES which offers twice37 the key length at 112 bits38. AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) succeeded to the previous standard and was defined officially in 2000. It is an encryption algorithm using 128 bits data blocks and offering 3 possible key lengths of 128, 192 or 256 bits. AES was chosen after a public call of proposals and selection process, similar to the one leading to DES. Many more proposals were submitted to the selection committee which operated in a transparent process, but cryptanalysis efforts against the AES candidates may have been more fragmented than for DES initially. But these efforts were subsequently focused on the selected algorithm and, after more than 15 decades of heavy cryptanalysis, AES security is still uncontested with respect to its initial specification 39. Of note is the fact that AES is the first and only publicly accessible cipher approved by the NSA for top secret information 40 protection when used with an officially approved module. AES is available in many different encryption packages (including hardware implementations on common CPU). Note the name given to the candidate algorithm finally selected to become AES was Rijndael41, a contraction of the name of its two inventors and one can still frequently see AES nicknamed with it. The main advantage of symmetric ciphers is due to their encryption speed. 1 Gbit/s in hardware and 100 Mbit/s in software are pretty realistic figures with modern implementations 42 and symmetric ciphers speed can generally reach top networking speeds. Another advantage is the relative short key length they require for a given level of security. A 80 bits key length is still pretty acceptable to resist brute force attacks today for some time. Most algorithms allow for a key length between 128 and 256 bits now, hence with a considerable margin. Therefore, the key of symmetric ciphers is rather short and easy to store or manipulate43. The primary drawback of symmetric cipher is due to their symmetrical nature and the necessity to share the key between who encrypts messages and who deciphers them in a communication. Sender and receiver must trust each other for securing the cleartext appropriately and also trust each other to protect the key correctly. This mutual trust constraint is further enhanced by possibly out-of-band secure key distribution or renewal issues.



2.3.2.1 Special cases Experience let us think of two specific points worth an additional paragraph or two. First, there is apparently a need to clarify again and again the security level of a specific type of symmetric cipher: the exclusive-or with a constant key value K. This scrambling operation does not offer any security and will not resist more than a few minutes to a serious cryptanalyst. Unfortunately, those who propose this kind of cipher are not usually able to perform that cryptanalysis44 ([Will1], V.i.). And it remains surprisingly difficult to convince all those who understand the operation of this nice wonderful scrambling that it has nothing to do with serious cryptography. The simplest tech 36



37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44



During the two decades following publication of DES, this word would have been written between quotes to underline the suspicion raised by NSA modifications and the fear that they had introduced a back door in the algorithm. Today, it seems that the NSA modification indeed improved the resistance of the original IBM proposal towards a general attack technique (differential cryptanalysis) then unknown from cryptographers working publicly. The suspicion towards NSA enhancements is then probably unfounded. All doubts on the absolutely exceptional capabilities of NSA in the field of cryptology at that time are also cleared. This note is also a nice practical exercise in viewpoint time management. 3DES involves 3 iterations of DES, hence its name. It is therefore approximatively three times slower than a DES, but one can reuse the hardware implementation to mask the impact. However, the key length is double as the middle iteration keying is a permutation of the first half of the key. Even today, 2^112 is still pretty reasonable ; though nostalgia plays a role too probably. As well as an incredibly efficient screening case for evicting merchants of encryption devices powered by snake oil. At least, up to our knowledge. When using 192 or 256 bits keys. A prononcer « rhine-delle » ce qui est révélateur de l'origine wallone du chiffre. Certains mauvais esprits frontaliers du lieu de naissance de l'AES en déduiront donc qu'il s'agit d'un chiffre belge et qu'il n'y a aucune raison de traduire cette note... And this was written ten years ago… But performance improvements have slowed down since the surge of software memory boulimia. For example, it's realistic to store it on paper. Hand written paper if you follow me. If they are able to do it, usually they are going to propose you next a variant of a classical escrow scheme or some handmade special algorithm, unless you ran away very far first.
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Embedded systems and computer security nique may be to point out that it is a modern implementation of a classical polyalphabetical substitution, the “Vigenere cipher”, which first usage is attributed to the french diplomat Blaise de Vigenere (1523-1596). Reliance on 16th century technology sometimes raises the appropriate concern. To the credit of those insisting in such belief, one has to confess that the same binary operation can be useful in another context. As a matter of fact, if you are looking for a very good and proven encryption algorithm for the highest level of security, you have to know that the perfect and unbreakable cipher has been known for a long time. And it is implemented using an exclusive-or. However, the key must be a perfectly random bitstream as long as the cleartext and must never be reused (in practice an infinite key length condition). According to Shanon information theory, this is a perfect cipher. As the key must be as long as the entire set of all the data transmitted eventually, as it must be truly random and of course distributed without errors both to the sender and the receiver prior to actual transmission ; this is not really a convenient cipher. But it can be worth knowing in specific applications 45. It has been proven unbreakable. It is usually referred as the one-time pad (OTP).



2.3.3 Public key cryptography With public key encryption algorithms, the encryption key and the decryption key are different and do not play the same role anymore, Kc ≠ Kd, and : • Kd must be kept secret, as only Kd owner can decrypt a ciphertext ; • however Kc is public, which means that everyone can encrypt a message. The most well known public key encryption algorithm is RSA. This algorithm relies on the difficulty of find the factors of big numbers with small numbers of prime factors (typically two). In this case, the public key corresponds to this big number N, product of two (big) prime factors p and q which themselves are the components of the private key. The encryption algorithm transformation operate on the message using N to build the ciphertext. The inverse operation necessitates the knowledge of N secret prime factors to perform the decryption in a reasonable time. In practice, keys are built by choosing the prime factors first46, hence the private key, before computing their product to build the corresponding public key. If one does not know the private key, one assumes that decryption of a message built with RSA is equivalent to N factorization problem ; which is infeasible in the general case for a computer as soon as N is big. The primary advantage of public key ciphers is, of course, that no trust is needed between the sender and receiver of a message as they do not share any key. The management of encryption key is facilitated by their public nature : they can be sent directly by peers or gathered in key directories. This easiness is also sometimes misleading as security vulnerab ilities of public directories are probably more subtle than those of private or symmetric keys. On the contrary, the private key must never be sent as its disclosure usually cancels the security of all the system, possibly including past messages. Public key algorithms apparition was a revolution as they opened new domains of application : as a mean for distributing symmetric keys, as a support for electronic signatures, for electronic certificates, etc. The main difficulty linked to public keys directories or public key distribution in general is linked to the need to protect the integrity of these keys, or more precisely the integrity of the link between one key and the identity of its holder. Cryptographic principles protect the link between the public and the private key, but it is the job of the operational protocol to ensure that the user identity associated to one pair of keys is not altered. (The risk being that an attacker replaces a public key belonging to its target with another one which private key part he holds before he further eavesdrops on future mes sages sent to the original peer by other users of the public key directories.) Therefore the operation of public key ciphers is frequently coupled with integrity mechanisms surrounding the public key. There are currently two main approaches for protecting them. First, the private key can be included in a certificate including the desired administrative information and the signature of a trusted third party. A user can the verify himself the integrity of a certificate he got from the peer with which he wants to communicate, provided he already held the third party public key. The latter is usually embedded in another certificate. This gives birth to certificate authority hierarchies, with self-proclaimed 47 certification authorities at the root. Afterwards, all the integrity guarantees associated to some user level certificate rely on the actual validation actions of these authorities (e.g. in person signature generation or alternatively remote identity card checking). This is the approach underlying the X.509 standard 48. 45 46 47 48
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Such as protecting the confidentiality of the discussions between two deep pockets paranoid high level executives, or between two nations leaders, or between one nation leader and some of the navy strategic force commanders, in case of heavy disagreement with the former. Somehow randomly by the way, and this note is absolutely not a joke. They signed themselves their own public key. Everyone can do that. Most commercial or administrative bodies would like everyone to think that only them should do that but necessity knows no law. The most common certificate standard, which initially targeted phone directories, with major telecommunication operators as natural self-proclaimed authorities, user level certificates containing name and (wired) phone number and some convenient intermediate delegation opportunities to partner telephone companies. And yes, it is a decades old standard for reliable phone numbers publication that is supposed to protect Internet commerce and probably also most major industry software. Cross check with figure 7 for further insight into overall computer security status in this age.



Embedded systems and computer security A public key can also be simply signed by a set of other actors, without distinguishing any specific actor ex ante. Our objective being to guarantee that a specific property string (like the name, an email, a pseudo, etc.) corresponds to a specific public key, it is possible to obtain this guarantee progressively by a chain of interlocutors signature until one who was able to perform direct verification of the claimed property (in person 49 for example). This is the approach adopted in PGP and OpenPGP afterwards. The precautions for public key management and day to day usage of public key encryption seems to be counter-intuit ive. It is not uncommon to be unable to recover the original version of a message one has just sent encrypted for example, unless you ask the receiver to send it back to you after decryption (plus re-encryption with your own public key unless the information itself is revealed on the network). It is also pretty difficult for a layman to understand the impact, the objective and the modus operandi of key signing50. Usually it is difficult to reach a correct and informed operation of the whole organization using cryptographic tools. This situation leaves the organization pretty vulnerable to social engineering attacks or mere user errors. Finally, some aspects of public keys management are not really imple mented in the existing protocols or tools: things like revocation, renewal or controlled generation for example. Outside of these operational problems, asymmetric ciphers also exhibit other more generic drawbacks. First, these algorithms are relatively slow. You can reach speeds of a Mbits/s ; which means in practice one or two orders of magnitude slower than symmetric algorithms. In practice, these algorithms are frequently applied in combina tion with a symmetric algorithm to improve the overall performance. (For example, it is possible to use the public key algorithm to protect a random key sent together with the message itself encrypted using a symmetric algorithm using that random51 key.) Second, the length of the keys typically provided by these algorithms is pretty important, especially in comparison with those used with symmetrical algorithms. Public keys and private keys of 1024 bits up to 4096 bits are common with classical algorithms. Given that the private key must be very well protected, such a size can be a problem 52. Frequently, public key lifetimes are chosen to span several years. As we noted the difficulty to protect public keys directories integrity and to perform key revocation efficiently, we consider such time frame to be a drawback, though it may prove necessary for usefulness in the context of signature or certificate publication. Finally, given current common algorithms, it is not really possible to share a private key between several users. Addi tional protocols are needed to cover actual users needs which frequently involve signature or access rights delegation, information sharing and interim or multiple signing rights. Of course, asymmetric algorithms are among the most interesting discoveries of modern cryptography, especially for civilian usage ; but their useful application necessitates insertion in a full system using other components, symmetric algorithms in particular53.



2.3.4 Cryptographic hash functions A cryptographic hash function is (probably) a collision-free one way function given current terminological knowledge of the author54. It is anyway a function H which allows to generate, from message M, a fingerprint or hash H(M) such as : • the fingerprint H(M) has a fixed width n (e.g. 128 bits) whatever the size of M ; • the probability that 2 different messages M and M' have the same fingerprint H(M) =H(M') is ~1/2 n ; • knowing M, it is easy to compute H(M) ; • knowing M, it is impossible55 to find M'≠M such that H(M')=H(M). Typical examples of hash functions are MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256 or DES in CBC mode 56. Typical examples of cryptographic hash functions are SHA3 or AES using a Miyaguchi-Preneel construction 57.



49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57



As an improvement to the arcane but short-lived public key secure hash hexadecimal representation verification ceremonial of the 20th century between isolated computer geek pairs, the 21 st century proposes so-called “crypto-parties” with even more geeks and also the public and even sometimes communication between the two groups. Though the very existence and expansion of those crypto-parties contradicts this statement nowadays. Truly random. As in not pseudo-random generated. Really. This size problem impact has changed with technology evolution. For example, the memory capacity increase of smartcard memory probably means asymmetric algorithms key size does not matter as much today in their case ; or that it matters in another context, like for the Internet of Things. Or hidden components, like the (slow but exact) transition hidden at this precise place. A few minutes ago, the section was titled “secure hash functions”, which is probably still not so bad. In the computational sense of course, that is to say, there are no known polynomial time algorithm that can find a result really faster than simply trying randomly. Note how we omitted a word to trick the inattentive student. Those are interesting, but not necessarily recommended nowadays. The whole idea will lead the interested student to [Handbook1996] (chapter 9, figure 9.3) or to the Whirlpool hash function and its noteworthy birth place, the NESSIE European project.
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Embedded systems and computer security The first usage of such functions was associated to data integrity, when sending a file on the network or with respect to eventual alterations of a filesystem. In either case, even if an attacker is able to change the data, it could be possible to detect the modification using an offline fingerprints database computed beforehand. The most well known tool in this area is named tripwire and gave its name to the class of tools58 as well as a commercial company 59. Another common use case is electronic signature in practice by applying an asymmetric encryption algorithm to a fin gerprint of the signed file instead of the full lengthier file directly.



2.3.4.1 Cryptanalysis : evil activity or fruitful effort? The hash functions domain allows us to look in more detail at the interest and potential impact of the arcane side of cryptology : cryptanalysis. Contrary to popular belief, cryptanalysis is not an activity especially associated to blameworthy organizations or specialized army units. It is an integral part of the day to day activity of cryptology research. The design of an adequate encryption algorithm necessarily involves trying to break it via various means to evaluate its resistance and at the next step sharing the work with other cryptologists in order to try to break or improve each other work. However, this mathematical activity is very obscure to outsiders, even for engineers familiar with ciphers implementation. The impact of some advances in cryptanalysis can be underestimated or, conversely, successful attacks on simplified variants of an algorithm without consequences on the full version feeds useless paranoia. This is just the normal back and forth cycle of this domain and it simply necessitates gathering knowledge without misconceptions. The hash functions domain during the first decade of the 21 st century is a pretty good illustration of this state of fact. At the end of the nineties, with the first widespread deployment of some cryptographic tools accompanying the deployment of Internet, most implementations reused the pre-existing hash functions readily available : MD5 and SHA-1. Both soon were present everywhere without anyone questioning them specifically, though a few old masters noted from their offices that they had been created pretty fast a few years ago to justify a visiting research grant between universities. In the boom of the Internet, self-proclaimed security engineers with 2 months experience in cryptography implementation but soon-to-become MBA accredited businessmen took appropriate action to ignore entirely these (soft) academic warnings and wire these free (as in free beer) algorithms MD5 and SHA-1 in every networking protocol they could find. Starting 2004, theoretical advances in cryptanalysis, coming from the far-east, raised doubts on the collision resistance of MD5. The next year, cryptographers improved the attack, retracted their trust in MD5 (with demonstration of actual collisions for meaningful documents) and started to raise doubts on SHA-1. Previously mentioned engineers and busi nessmen alike started to register to scientific conferences on cryptography for a few years in order to get free advice on the attitude to adopt but probably failed to get the spiritual illumination they were looking for. The number of attendees came back to normal after a few years. The computer industry really does not want to learn these dangerous things which can kill a business with a bunch of algorithmic improvements on a few mathematical functions 60. Fortunately, the attacks on MD5 and SHA-1 were probably not successful enough to compromise the implementations based on them a few years before. However, they were potent enough to require a stop in their usage and the search for an alternative. This alternative did not really exist at that time so a competition was started by the usual standardisation organization in this area (NIST). The interim could be assured by a variant of the less problematic algorithm with a much longer fingerprint size: SHA256. NIST started the competition in 2007/2008, in order to select an algorithm that would become SHA3 and the next standard in the domain ; but wisely did it at a normal and calm pace so that the whole competition provides many possible alternatives and a better final standard choice. Five finalists were selected among a dozen of initial candidate algorithms, among which some of them were coming from research projects anterior to the whole affair 61. Among these finalists, it is the one initially named Keccak that was finally selected after international review as the new (American) standard cryptographic hash function. 2.3.4.2 SHA-3 & co. SHA-3 (ex-Keccak) is a pretty fast hash function. It specifically allows for even faster hardware implementations (the main motivation behind its selection apparently among the other close finalists). Keccak now SHA-3 has been studied for several years, only, but its adoption has been extremely fast (like for AES). Therefore, nowadays, many people probably put all their faith in the RSA+AES+SHA-3 cryptographic triplet. In case you did not learn anything about irrevocable algorithm selection and one size fits all security devices, please start again at 2.3.4.1. 58 59 60 61
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Among which Samhain is a popular one in the GNU toolkit. www.tripwire.com Though bitcoin iterated hash systems and multiple magnitudes money multiplication properties raised renewed interest some years later, but still little appropriation of actual knowledge about failure potential. Like the Whirlpool proposal, which further demonstrates that for researchers MD5 and SHA1 never were the only choices in 2000 ; neither any other combination of algorithms in the readers current time frame.
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2.3.5 Signing Electronic signature, or authentication, is a security function which makes heavy usage of cryptographic algorithms. Without going further into this topic, we present two methods for generating a message signature and their respective use cases. We denote Ks the signing key and Kv the verification key. First, one can consider symmetric signature using a symmetric encryption algorithm and, in this case, Ks = Kv. For example, the last block of a DES encrypted cryptogram using CBC mode is a signature. Both the signing and verifying party must trust each other as the second, knowing the key, can generate a valid signature too for any input. This type of electronic signature is thus useless in front a judge (a third party) in case of later disagreement between signing and verifying parties ; though it is useful to prevent foreign alteration. Asymmetric electronic signature schemes correspond to Ks ≠ Kv. In this case, a signing protocol may consist in taking the fingerprint of a message using a cryptographic hash function, then signing this message using a public key. Thus, we have Ks = Kd and Kv = Kc62. In this case, the signature can be verified by third parties (if they hold the public key). This type of signature mechanism can be used to protect public key directories : each directory entry is signed by a certification authority. Certification authorities keys can be further organized in a directory hierarchy. This is the approach usually found in public key infrastructure systems (PKI) like X.509. One last important point for electronic signature is linked to use cases. It is pretty important for the signing party to check entirely the signed document 63. But this is not so straightforward with electronic documents. Tricks available for a malicious third party when confronted with (complex format based) electronic documents are more numerous and probably more efficient than the usual “fine small print” sometimes found in paper contracts. In practice, one still needs to be pretty prudent with electronic signature schemes when they are used with complex file formats or exotic soft ware64.



2.3.6 Other topics We glanced at the most common topics of cryptology. The reader should not think that this field is limited to encryption algorithms or hash functions. Other algorithms are studied in this field, for example : • steganographic algorithms which aim at hiding information into other data ; • watermarking, which aims at incorporating non-removable (and possibly invisible) marks in data ; • secure random number generation, with good properties against attackers predictions ; • prime number generation ; • escrow systems ; • voting systems ; • secure timestamping ; • secure destruction (or erasure) of data ; • and secure communication protocols, which is a whole field per se with key exchange or initialization protocols, mutual agreement, secure consensus, zero-knowledge proofs, etc.



2.4 Introduction to mandatory security policies In the ITSEC, the “system security policy specifies the set of laws, rules and practices that regulate how sensitive information and other resources are managed, protected and distributed within a specific system.” ([ITSEC91], 2.9) We consider that a security policy must define : • security objectives, that is to say confidentiality, integrity or availability properties expected from the computer system ; • and security rules that allow to change the system security state, and which are imposed on the system in order to reach these properties. A security policy is sane (consistent) if, starting from a secure state where such properties are satisfied, it is not pos sible, without violating some security rule, to reach an insecure state where such properties would not be satisfied. Security objectives and security rules are related to the security needs identified in the system. Security objectives describe the expected properties and define what a secure state means inside the system. The specification of these objectives usually necessitates notions like permission, interdiction or obligation and how they apply to the system. 62 63 64



Note the signing step corresponds to a decryption operation. Because you never know what can be hidden in the small characters at the bottom of the page... Relax. We are just speculating. Faced with the typical word processor document with modification marks for example, how would it be possible to guarantee that the signing party actually checked and signed all modifications for example ? Contrarily, simple text signing inside a mail client software sounds easier to achieve.
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Embedded systems and computer security Security rules describe more precisely how basic security mechanisms are used inside the system. If specific security attributes are introduced, these rules define how they are to be manipulated. The set of security rules is a specification of how it is possible to manipulate the security state inside the system. Some rules may be introduced for the specific purpose of whole policy validation. A security policy can be developed in three main dimensions : physical, administrative and logical. A physical security policy defines everything related to the physical situation of the protected system. More specifically, it defines its critical elements and the protection measures targetting prevention of theft, aggressions, hazards like fire, etc. Given its target, a physical security policy primarily describe system elements from a physical point of view and define protection objectives. If such objectives are not reached, a physical intervention is usually necessary (like armour reinforcement, adding a locking system, etc.). An administrative security policy is a set of procedures that define everything security-related inside an organization. Functions distribution in the organigram, task management and functions sharing are part of that, along with a precise definition of the associated powers. Some of the security objectives that may be found in these policies aim at prevent ing abusive delegations or guaranteeing a certain level of separation of power for certain activities. The logical security policy deals more specifically with the information system. It describes logical access control and define general security access rules. The logical security policy is further refined in various instances associated to dif fering steps in the information system. A user accessing the system controlled under the policy first must identify him self or herself and then prove that he or she is actually the user he or she claims. These two steps are associated to the identification and authentication policy. Once both steps are completed, the authorization policy defines the operations one user is allowed to do inside the computer system.



2.4.1 Security models Most formal works targeting computer security modelling have been associated to authorization policies. In order to define security objectives, these authorization policies introduce dedicated modelling elements. Most of the time, they start with a high level division of the system between its active entities, called the subjects, and its passive elements, called the objects. Additional security attributes may also be introduced in the model (security levels for example in multilevel policies). Sometimes, specific modelling methods are introduced to represent the system (like in control-flow policies for example). Most security models found in the literature are associated to specific security policies : for example, a lattice is usually associated to multilevel policies attributes. Using a security model guarantees to the user that the way security is represented in the system description is not ambiguous and possibly can be proved conforming to the security objectives defined in the overall security policy. The model choice is motivated by operational reasons: the need to reflect as simply as possible the mechanisms available in the system. Finally the expected security properties should be verified, at least unambiguously represented, in the chosen model. We think that, furthermore, it could be interesting to be able to represent in the security model what can occur when a violation of the security objectives is observed. Usually, classical models do not take into account this approach and clearly favour the expected security properties verification.



2.4.2 Mandatory and discretionay access control policies Authorization policies, are classified in two main categories : discretionary policies and mandatory policies. Such a distinction is pretty influential in practice. In both cases, we partition the system entities into two categories : active entities called subjects (users, processes, etc.) which manipulate 65 information and passive entities or objects (documents, files, etc.) which hold information. In a discretionary policy, each object is associated to a specific subject, its owner, which can manipulate access rights at his or her discretion. The owner of some information can thus freely define and transfer access rights to himself or another user. The Unix filesystem access rights is a classical example of such a discretionary access control policy. If we suppose that user u1 owner of file f1 trusts user u2 but not user u3 ; u1 gives a read access to u2 over file f1 but not to u3. However, in this case, u2 can make a copy of the data embedded in file f1 into another file f2 which he owns directly. Then, he can freely give u3 a read access right over this copy. This is an information flow that contradicts the initial security objective formulated by u1, but it is impossible to control it within the framework of a discretionary access control policy. Similarly, a discretionary access control policy cannot prevent situations associated to Trojan horse software. A Trojan horse program (or Trojan) is a program that, while performing an innocuous or legitimate function, also performs on behalf of the user executing it another covert function contrary to the security policy of the system. For example, a program that mimics the normal operation of a login system can fool a user into communicating his or her actual login password to a third party while trying to perform a normal session initialisation 66. 65 66
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Observe or alter. The fake login software then probably bails out as if the user had made an error to perfect the illusion.



Embedded systems and computer security In order to solve such problems, mandatory policies impose, in addition to discretionary rules, new mandatory security rules that aim at ensuring such general security properties. For example, new security attributes (informally associated to security levels) may be associated to data containers and propagated with each manipulation or creation of informa tion. Only those users specifically associated to a given security level would then be allowed to manipulate or access the information in these containers. Such mandatory rules enforce global system properties (for confidentiality or integrity). They may come as an addition to conventional discretionary security rules (which offer a convenient method for manipulating access rights inside one level). Therefore, a user will only be allowed to perform an action if both mandat ory rules and discretionary access rights allow it. Classical examples of mandatory policies are the DoD multilevel confidentiality policy formalized by Bell - La Padula [BLP75], the Biba integrity policy which follows the same guidelines for integrity assurance or the Clark&Wilson [Clark&Wilson87] policy which targets some commercial systems. Some other examples will also be found in the forthcoming sections.



2.4.3 Discretionary access control policy modelling In this section, we present the most common models found in the literature and associated to discretionary policies. These model are general enough to represent mandatory policies, but those are usually associated with other specific models more suitable for reasoning about them and their mandatory rules, presented later in this document.



2.4.3.1 Models based on the access control matrix The notion of an access control matrix was first introduced by Lampson in 1971 [Lampson71]. In his model, the access control matrix (or more precisely, the array) is dedicated to the representation of access rights. These models are struc tured around a state machine where each state is a triplet (S , O , M ) , with S a set of subjects, O a set of objects (with S⊂O ) and M an access control matrix. Matrix M has a line for every subject s, a column for every object o and M (s , o) is the set of access rights that subject s holds on object o. The access rights are taken inside a fixed finite set A, defined in the security policy, and corresponds to all the operation a subject may perform over an object. The access control matrix is not fixed, it evolves with system transitions, with the creation of new subjects, new objects or the operations performed by users. All the actions that modify M change the system security state.



S ={s 1 , ... , s n } O ={o1 , ... , om } A={a 1 , ... , a p } n≤m S ⊂O α k∈⟦1 ...r ⟧∈ A M i∈⟦1 ...n ⟧, j ∈⟦1 ... m⟧=M (s i , o j )={α1 ,... , α r}/ s i is authorized to α k ∈⟦1... r⟧ over o j Most systems based on this modelling add rows or columns to the access control matrix each time a new process is created to act on behalf of one user or each time a new file is created 67. Those new lines or columns are initialized with default values as specified in the user configuration files. Later on, a user can change the access rights associated to files he created (especially in a discretionary access control policy) but he does not directly operate on M. As a matter of fact, these access rights modification operations must be legitimate and they may also be submitted to additional control rules (like those impose by a mandatory access control policy). Hence, the user performs these operations using system utilities that only make them if they are conformant to the system authorization scheme. The access control matrix model was a basis for a lot of subsequent work. a - The HRU model Harrizon, Ruzzo et Ullman used Lampson access control matrix model in order to study the feasibility of the problem of the verification of security properties represented using this model. To conduct their, they considered a specific security model, the HRU model [HRU76], similar to Lampson but where only a subset of the matrix M modification commands are considered, of the following form, where a (i) ∈ A :



command if then



α( x1 , x 2 , ... , x k ) a ' ∈M (s ' , o' ) ∧ a ' ' ∈M ( s ' ' , o ' ' ) ∧ ... ∧ a(m) ∈M (s (m) ,o(m) ) op 1 ; op2 ; ... ; opn



end Table 1: HRU command format 67



Si it is not really a matrix with fixed dimensions in the strict mathematical sense ; it is nearer from a 2-dimensions dynamic array like those found in programming languages.
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x i is a parameter of command α and each op i is an elementary operation among the following ones (where



semantic conforms to denomination) :



enter a into M(s,o)



delete a from M(s,o)



create subject s



delete subject s



create object o



delete object o



Table 2: HRU elementary operations Given an initial configuration Q0, an access right a, we say Q0 is secure with respect to a if there is no sequence of commands that, executed starting from state Q0, can bring access right a into a cell of the matrix where it is not already. Demonstration of this property established the protection problem. Harrizon, Ruzzo and Ullman first demonstrated two founding theorems with respect to the protection problem complexity : • the protection problem is undecidable in the general case ; • the protection problem is decidable for mono-operation systems, systems where all commands contain only one elementary operation. With additional constraints on the command allowed in the system, several other decidability demonstrations have been proposed. However, since their seminal presentation in the context of HRU, these two first properties have clearly iden tified some basic problems with computer security. On one hand, a model like HRU without restrictions can represent a wide array of security policies, but then there is no general mean to verify such policies properties. On the other hand, even if he may be possible to manipulate it for demonstration, the mono-operation HRU model is too simple to repres ent practical usable security policies. For example, in a mono-operation system, one cannot represent security policies where subjects that create objects are given specific access rights, as there is no elementary operation that can simultan eously create an object and associate access rights to it. Furthermore, decidable does not mean verifiable (especially within reasonable time). b - The Take-Grant model Various variations inspired by HRU were proposed later on in order to address the representation of a security model expressive enough to represent complex authorization policies, but nevertheless easy to manipulate mathematically. The Take-Grant model, introduced in 1976 is a first variant of HRU [Jones76], built by restricting available commands. Commands should be taken from four main categories : • commands of create type which allow to create an object with an initial access right from a subject on this object ; • commands of remove type which allow to retract an access right from one subject over an object ; • commands of type grant which allow any subject holding an access right over an object as well as the special right g over another subject to grant that access right to that latter subject ; • commands of type take which allow any subject holding a special access right t over a subject to take any access right this subject holds over objects. These four categories lead to define four new commands for every basic access right defined in the authorization policy. The special access rights t and g, and the associated take and grant rules, are related to these additional rules imposed on the authorization scheme in order to control the system security state evolution (ie. the access control mat rix modifications). These new rules also guarantee that the Take-Grant model offers a protection problem decision algorithm with linear complexity [TG77]. However, some of the assumptions underlying this model are also pretty unrealistic: most of the achievable properties are associated to a worst case hypothesis where all users collaborate to defeat the system security objectives. Several refinements of the properties achievable in the Take-Grant models have henceforth been proposed in order to retract this worst case hypothesis in favour of one where one user [Snyder81] or a subset of several users [Dacier93] only try to defeat the system security objectives. The Take-Grant model also offers a convenient graph representation where subjects and objects are represented by graph nodes and access rights are represented by oriented links in the graph. c - TAM More similar to HRU, the SPM model (Schematic Protection Model) from [Sandhu88], which also incorporates access right types, offers a decidable subset more extended that Take-Grant. This model is also the basis of the TAM model (Typed Access Matrix) . TAM is defined by introducing strong typing inside the HRU model. Like HRU, TAM is undecidable in the general case. However, if the number of parameters allowed in a command definition is limited to three, while preventing cyclic object creation, the resulting model is decidable in polynomial time, while still being expressive enough to represent a significant set of security policies.
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2.4.3.2 Role based access controle models A role based access control model does not directly associate privileges (in the sense of a set of access rights) to users in the system. Privileges are associated to intermediate abstract entities, called roles. Different users can be associated to various roles and the two relations (user, role) and (role, privilege) lead to the definition of the specific permissions granted to a specific user. Such roles can further be organized in a hierarchy of roles, which allow for progressive and structured refinement of the permissions granted to each role.



2.4.4 Multilevel policies Multilevel authorization policies rely on partitions of the system subjects and objects. Each level is associated to a partition. These security levels are usually totally or partially ordered. Security objectives can be associated to confidentiality or integrity of objects, and they are expressed using these levels. The authorization model security rules which drive the mandatory access controls defined in the security policy also rely on these levels.



2.4.4.1 The DoD policy The DoD mandatory access control policy, formalized by Bell and LaPadula [BLP75], is a multilevel authorization policy targeted at confidentiality properties. While defining the security policy, [BLP75] also introduces a lattice-based security model which offers a formal definition of the security objectives and the authorization scheme of this policy, and the opportunity to demonstrate soundness. Models based on a lattice model rely on the association of different security levels to subjects and objects in the system. We denote h(s) the security level of subject s and c(o) the security level of object o. Each security level n represents military or governmental security designations given to people or documents. These levels n=(cl , C) are built with two components: one is classification or clearance cl, taken in a totally ordered set (for example : UNCLASSIFIED, CONFIDENTIAL , SECRET and TOP-SECRET ) and the other a compartment C defined as a set of categories (taken among, for example, « Nuclear », « NATO », « Crypto », etc.) The classification cl given to an object or a piece of data represents the risk associated to the divulgation of the information it contains. In addition, this information is associated to a compartment C which identifies all the domains where such information is relevant. The clearance of a user also incorporates a classification corresponding to the trust he is given and a compartment incorporating the categories for which this trust is granted. The security levels create a lattice partially ordered by the weak ordering relation ≼ :



n≼n ' if and only if cl≤cl ' and C⊆C ' The security objectives properties expected from this policy are the following : • prevent any information flow from an object of a specific classification level to another object with an inferior classification level ; • and prevent any subject of a given security clearance to get information coming from an object whose classification level dominates his or her clearance. The associated authorization schema directly emanates from these objectives. With respect to confidentialy, we partition the operations a subject can perform on an object between read and write operation, and we introduce the following two rules : • a subject can read from an object only if the clearance level of this subject dominates the classification level of the object (« simple rule ») ; • a subject can simultaneously access object o for reading and object o' for writing only if the classification level of o' dominates the classification level of o (« -rule »). In the Bell-LaPadula model, the system is represented by a finite state machine, where states are defined by a matrix M ⊂( S ×O → A) which associates each subject s ∈S and each object o∈O to the access rights a ∈ A that this subject holds on this object (with A={read , write} ). Each subject and each object is associated to security levels h(s) et c(o), respectively. Two properties, associated to the two security rules presented previously ensure that a given system state is secure : • the simple property : ∀ s∈ S , ∀ o ∈O , read∈ M ( s , o )  c (o)≼ h (s) 2



• the -property : ∀ s∈ S , ∀ (o ,o ' )∈O , read∈ M ( s ,o )∧ write∈M (s ,o ' )  c(o )≼ c (o' )



This security policy raises several negative concerns : • On the one hand, the security level of information degrades constantly due to overclassification. In practice, the authorization scheme rules impose that any information security level only increases, slowly bringing the system two a state where only few people are cleared high enough to access these informations. • On the other hand, this model does not represent all the possible system information flows nor does it represent the covert channels that may exist in the system. 21



Embedded systems and computer security One can also note that the lattice structure can be used for modelling other security properties outside of Bell-LaPadula (most notably with respect to integrity protection).
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